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Become a
Community
Journalist
Editorial Update

We Need You!

The community journalism project is going from strength to
strength as we now have a core team of talented and
knowledgable journalists to generate content for both the
magazine and the blog.

We are still looking for contributors, photographers,
designers, and anyone who wants to take part to help find
the best and most interesting stories in Handsworth. It
doesn’t matter if your reading and writing skills are not that
great, as we just need people with good ideas and the
imagination to find stories and make Hands on Handsworth
a magazine everyone wants to get their hands on.

We’ve been a bit quiet on the Hands on Handsworth blog
since taking it over from Tracey but we will be uploading a
lot more content over the next couple of months. Tracey
Thorne (ex-Handsworth Neighbourhood Manager) left her
post in March 2011 and we wish her well in her new role,
although she will still be part of the steering group and play
an integral role in the project.
City College in Handsworth have kindly donated a
temporary office space for the journalists to use as a place
to research, carry out tasks and write and develop stories for
the magazine. We would like to thank Anthony Gribben,
Carole Douglas and the rest of the staff at City College for
helping us set up the office which can now be used by the
journalists.
There are still lots of things to do and things that are needed
for the project such as new computers and equipment but
we will take it step by step and with the support of local
people and organisations we can only improve and look for
ways to continue the project after August 2011.

If you would like to be a part of the team, have ideas for
stories or would like further information then please contact
Karl Greenwood at karlgreenwood@multistory.org.uk

Hands on
Handsworth
Get in touch with your News, Views,
Comments and ideas for Stories.
Contact us at:
Hands on Handsworth
c/o City College (Handsworth Campus)
The Council House
Soho Road, Handsworth
Birmingham, B21 9DP
or email hoheditorial@gmail.com
Copies of Hands on Handsworth are
available at Handsworth Library and other
venues - get in touch if you can’t find a
copy.
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Historic
Handsworth
Handsworth’s heritage gives all the opportunity to
walk in the footsteps of founders of the Industrial
Revolution thanks to the new Handsworth
Heritage Trail. The Trail showcases the historic
buildings across Handsworth and provides an
ideal opportunity to promote Handsworth to local
people and attract new visitors to the area.
The Trail leaflet includes a colourful Heritage Trail
Map, a Heritage Quiz and a brief history of the sites
that can be seen on the Trail. The route takes in
historical sites such as Soho House, the home of the
famous industrialist Matthew Boulton, St Michael’s
Church, designed by the architect William Bourne
and Handsworth Park created in the 1800s.
The Heritage Trail has been designed with the option
of three parts to the walk, which members of the
public can take in for free at anytime once you have
a copy of the leaflet. Access to some of the buildings
is only available at set times so it is advisable to
check beforehand.
Copies are available at various BMAG outlets
including Soho House & Museum and
Handsworth Library. Or you can download a copy
from www.handsonhandsworth.info
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Hawthorn House Rescue Plan
Birmingham City Council has withdrawn Hawthorn House
from auction to allow for further expressions of interest from
community organisations. The Grade 2 listed building, which
lies between Hamstead Hall Road and The Spinney,
previously served as a library. It has been closed since the
beginning of the year. Councillor Randall Brew, Cabinet
Member for Finance, removed the house from auction
following representation from Hawthorn House Trust, one of
the interested groups. Hands on Handsworth understands
the Trust wanted more time to develop its business plan.
The Trust plans to use the Georgian mansion to house a mix
of community and commercial services. Councillor Narinder
Kooner, who has worked closely with the Trust on its plan,
said, ‘We are delighted that he has given us this opportunity
to develop our bid. We have a strong case.’ She added that
the Trust had the support of all three local councillors. Last
month a ward committee made grants towards the costs of
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developing the business plans of the Trust and another
interested party: a local Sikh gurdwara, which also plans to
retain the building for community use. The decision to pull
the property from auction has angered property developers
who were keen to develop the site. Another local property,
Milton Grange, was also removed from auction at the same
time and transferred for community use.
The council said that its decision to allow community groups
more time to develop their business plans does not indicate
any bias towards their bids. A spokesman for the council
said, ‘The property is being withdrawn from auction because
the council wants to further review its potential future use,
but no final decisions have been made in favour of any
proposals.’
Words: Lauren Archer
Photos: Michael Deacon
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Local Opportunities for Local People
The WEA (Worker’s Educational
Association, West Midlands), in
conjunction with Benson, Hamstead
Hall and Handsworth Clusters, have
successfully managed to recruit 40
parents for their TRIF (Tackling Racial
Inequality Fund) civic community
volunteer programme. The parents
have been recruited from James Watt
Primary School and Hamstead Hall
Cluster schools and to date, 33
parents have been successfully placed
in a number of local organisations and
Primary Schools.
These volunteer placements will give
those parents valuable hands on
experience in roles such as teaching
assistants, dinner supervisors and
office administration to name a few.
Alongside these placements training
workshops were offered to introduce
and raise awareness on organisation
protocols, confidentiality, managing
children’s behaviour, practical parent
helpers, CV writing, WEA volunteering
and ICT for beginners.
The local partners that have actively
supported the parents within their
organisations at present include:
James Watt Primary, Foundry Primary,
St James Primary, St Clare’s Primary,
Cherry Orchard Primary, CEAL, EDAS,
Museum of the Jewellery Quarter, WEA
Adult Education, Brookfield Primary
and Holyhead Secondary School. This
is an exciting initiative for the
community who have been given a
golden opportunity to take part in
some exciting volunteering roles in
Birmingham. The WEA has a waiting
list for parents who would like to take
part in future volunteering
programmes.
Contact
Veena Gogna on 0121 5510657 or
Sylvia Johnson-Davis on 0121 464 4736
for further information.

A busy MCB workshop at James Watt Primary School

Be in a Soho Road Documentary
Do you want to get involved with a
possible documentary about Soho
Road?
Wild Pictures is an independent
documentary company based in
North London who specialise in high
end access based documentaries
for all the major broadcasters.
Recent productions include a series
about Wormwood Scrubs and
Holloway on ITV1, The Zoo - a series
about life at London Zoo and they
are currently making ‘Life and Death
Babies’ – about the neo-natal unit in
Liverpool for ITV1.
Emma Goodard, Head of
Development says about their new
idea: “We want to do a documentary
series about Soho Road - exploring
the lives of people and families that
live and work in and around the
area. We are interested in people
from all walks of life, all ages and
ethnic backgrounds for a warm,
intelligent portrait of Britain’s most
culturally diverse road.”
“We are looking for all sorts of
characters, and these can be

individuals or families. For example
you may work in a business on the
Soho Road, a lively mum and family,
a young entrepreneur who loves to
drive their sports car, maybe you
work for your dad in his shop?
Maybe you’re a bus conductor,
locksmith, car dealer etc...these are
just a few examples! The main thing
we are looking for is people who
would be happy for us to film them
and what is going on in their lives.”
“This is in development and we have
not been commissioned by a
broadcaster as yet but we hope that
by meeting some great characters
and making a ‘taster tape’, we might
be able to get this idea off the
ground!”
Interested? Then get in touch. Maybe
you know some great personalities
or characters Wild Pictures should
be speaking to?
Contact
Please email Emma Goddard
directly at emma@wildpictures.co.uk
or ring Karl Greenwood at Hands On
Handsworth on 0121 533 7195.
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Talking About My
Generation
A passion for politics isn’t for everyone and to some it
may be perceived to be boring, too complicated,
irrelevant, or just simply not interesting.
For a number of years now, local schools in Handsworth
have been working hard to address this by getting young
people involved in their community and politics by setting up
a Handsworth Young People’s Parliament (YPP). This was
launched in 2002 to encourage young people to gain a
better understanding and interest in politics and to
challenge some of the negative perceptions of politics. This
gives young people an opportunity to participate and have a
voice in local and national issues.
In March 2011, young people in Handsworth had their say
and asked questions to a number of local MPs from across
Birmingham. Over 25 schools took part in a ‘Meet Your MP’
day to air their views, opinions and concerns about a
number of local and national issues such as funding cuts to
public services, education and crime. It also featured an
impromptu, but well rehearsed and heartfelt rap from a
young pupil about the recent earthquake in Japan.
Handsworth YPP meets six times a year, either at the City
University or at the Council Chamber in Victoria Square. YPP
members also go on field trips, visiting Westminster and
touring the Houses of Parliament as part of the initiative.
Who knows, in a number of years from now these young
people may be spending much more time in the Houses of
Parliament as politicians?
Photos by Michael Deacon
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Some of the questions from
pupils to MPs on the day:
“If you could change anything in Birmingham what
would you change?”
“Does being an MP affect your life?”
“How is the government going to maintain
education standards with fewer resources?”
“Do you feel crime in Birmingham has increased or
decreased?”
“Have Labour got the right policies and strategies
now?”
“Do you ever ask young people and children what
they want?”
“What do you think about MPs and the
allowances?”
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Face-to-Face or
Phone-to-Phone?
Face-to-face contact with council
advisors and civil servants in
Neighbourhood Offices across
Birmingham is fast becoming a thing
of the past.

Ahmed

The Council Cabinet is pushing ahead
with plans to close a number of offices,
to be replaced by a telephone service. It
appears that the Handsworth office on
Dawson Road will not be spared the
cull, although an alternative location for
a Handsworth Neighbourhood Office
service is being explored.
Discussions
Planning discussions at the Perry Barr
Constituency Committee Meeting on
March 17, 2011 disclosed the
‘Neighbourhood Office Future Operating
Model’ with the proposed structure and
location of 13 new Customer Service
Centres where customers would now be
able to contact staff by telephone as well
as face-to-face. Additionally, there would
be another 9 Satellite Neighbourhood
Offices which would operate on a parttime basis.
Likely Changes
Although no date has yet been
confirmed for implementation of the
new proposed operating model,
Hands on Handsworth can reveal the
likely areas that will have a Customer
Service Centre, and those with a
Satellite Neighbourhood Office.
Customer Service Centres
Sutton Coldfield, Kingstanding,
Erdington, Handsworth, Newtown,
Ladywood, Saltley/Small Heath,
Yardley, Quinton, Sparkbrook, Kings
Heath, Selly Oak, Northfield.

Naa
Meet Ahmed
He believes people want a face-toface service. His mum can’t speak
English and he thinks it’s going to be
really difficult for her to converse with
someone over the phone. Usually
when she goes to the Neighbourhood
Office, there is someone there who
speaks her language and they can
understand what is actually
happening. He believes that people
will definitely miss face-to-face contact
– especially when they come in to
have their papers and forms scanned.

Satellite Neighbourhood Offices
Birchfield, Bromford, Shard End, Acocks
Green, Bartley Green, Sparkhill, Druids
Heath, Yardley Wood, Frankley.
We spoke to customers who didn’t
know anything about the proposed
operating model. Here is what they
had to say:
The briefing notes from the
constituency meeting that informed the
Constituency Committee state: “….the

Meet Naa
She believes that people need the
Neighbourhood Office in
Handsworth, because some people
can’t speak English and they go there
to get their housing applications and
other things sorted out. Naa likes to
talk to the person face-to-face rather
than speak on the telephone. She is
aware that a number of offices have
already closed, but a lot of people
depend on this office. Naa said: “They
should keep this one here, in
Handsworth.”

new model is actually about providing
more choice to customers over how
they access certain services, where
previously the only way to do some
things was to visit the Neighbourhood
Office. Ultimately, actual customer
demand will determine how the
service is reshaped and the evidence
so far is of increasing and high
demand from customers to do more by
phone.”
Words & photos by Kevin Thompson
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Art For Change
Handsworth-based campaigning multimedia theatre
company, Banner Theatre, is looking to make a difference
Banner Theatre is a professional
political, documentary and community
theatre company but unlike most
theatre groups, their work is based on
interviews, getting people’s stories and
using them as part of their work.
Video and Songs
Their current production, Fighting the
Cuts, is based on video interviews with
people who will be affected by the cuts,
intertwined with songs, music, drama
and computer manipulated images.
Banner calls these productions ‘video
ballads’, a new form created by Banner
to carry its community stories. The term
is a throwback to the very beginnings of
Banner Theatre. Charles Parker, one of
the founder members, was a BBC
producer who created some classic
radio programmes in the 60s called the
Radio Ballads (available at the Central
Library), which combined interview
material with music and songs.
Artistic Co-ordinator Dave Rogers
explains: “This is a return to our roots

because we’re going back to that style
of creation, but using video instead of
audio, and integrating this into a live
theatre production.”
Issues and Society
Banner’s shows are always about issues
in society. Their first show was about the
mining industry and recently they have
done a lot of work interviewing refugees
and asylum seekers, challenging the
racism they face.
Dave talks about the new show
Fighting the Cuts: “We highlight that the
government’s cuts are completely
unnecessary. The effects on our health
and other public services are going to
be devastating, pushing us back to the
30s. We are trying to increase public
awareness as I think the media do not
cover the alternative story. They say the
cuts are inevitable and there’s no
choice, so we’re trying to say that there
is an alternative – tax the bankers who
caused the crisis and clamp down on
the super rich who dodge taxes to

avoid paying their full dues.”
Banner is working with different unions
to develop the show; for the first
section, which they are already touring,
they worked on the economic crisis
with the National Union of Journalists.
They interviewed various people like
Paul Mason (Newsnight’s Economics
Editor) to show how the actual crisis
happened and why the media never
told that story. The second part is with
the help of the PCS (the Union who
organise Inland Revenue staff). “PCS
told us that there is £120 billion a year
in uncollected and evaded tax and if
you collected that, there wouldn’t be a
crisis’. They are now working with
UNISON, looking at the effects the cuts
are going to have on our welfare state
and its workers. ‘It’s a rolling show,
because as things are moving all the
time it is being updated.”
The company doesn’t really attract a
typical theatre audience. They present
their shows to a community audience
in a wide range of venues such as
trade union branches, shop stewards
committees, community centres,
campaigns, schools and colleges,
youth clubs, arts centres, conferences
and town centres.
Political Theatre Tradition
”We’re part of a long tradition of political
theatre in this country and globally,
which seeks to say ‘Not art for art’s sake
but art for change’. We’re part of the
struggle for a better life and a better
world. In the 30s there was a workers’
theatre movement in this country that
was very powerful. Every city had its
own group, doing political theatre.”

6
Vince Pryce, Laura Owen Wright, Fred Wisdom, Dave Rogers
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Fred Wisdom, Laura Owen Wright, Vince Pryce, Dave Rogers

Funding is a real problem for Banner
Theatre because the groups they go to
tend not to have a lot of money. It is
clear that if their motivation was to make
a profit they wouldn’t be doing the work
they do. “It’s not easy to market political
theatre, especially when that theatre
can be critical of the people who control
the funding purse strings”.
Building the Base
Because of the cuts implemented by
the Arts Council, the usual sources
for large grants have dried up. “The
cuts have affected a lot of arts
organisations because they are seen
as largely irrelevant. And we’re at the
bottom of the list anyway because

we’re doing political stuff. You just do
the best you can, because the people
who book us value our work. There’s
no shortage of people who want to
book us, but there’s a shortage of
people who can pay us a proper fee”.
Dave added: “Our audiences are
bigger now than they’ve been for a
long time. Since the 90s we’ve been
building our base year on year. We’re
moving into a period of intense
struggle. When people begin to realise
the level of destruction that is going on
in the public sector, there will be a lot of
anger and a growing need for the kind
of stuff that we do, theatre that
supports the struggle for a fairer better
world.”

Contact
Banner Theatre : 0845 458 1909
www.bannertheatre.co.uk Interview: Gaelle Finley
Photos: Banner Theatre
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Flaming Brilliant
From Soho House in
Handsworth, the former
Birmingham Poet Laureate,
Adrian Johnson, explains
why he’s all fired up about
the great gas light pioneer
and former Handsworth
resident, William Murdoch.
Last year I banged the drum and rhymed for victory in
Birmingham’s bid to become the first ever UK City of Culture
for 2013. It went elsewhere in the end and as for me, I went
on to become obsessed by one of Handsworths’ and
Birmingham’s greatest pioneering sons who, I discovered
as I set out to write about the city at its best was surely,
William Murdoch. He was an exceptionally talented and
most inventive Scots, migrant worker who, over two
hundred years ago, walked three hundred miles from
Scotland to Soho to talk himself into a job with Boulton and
Watt, the cities greatest and most successful industrialists of
that era.
Made in Birmingham
What I like most about William Murdoch, then and now, is
that he was very much made in the heat and welcoming
space of Soho and Handsworth. William Murdoch, was the
great pioneer of affordable gas light and early steam
locomotion and I believe, as a result of my research and
short residency at Soho House Museum, he could not have
easily made it in London because of all their restrictive guilds
and very long and expensive apprenticeships which
Birmingham tended to avoid in favour of a ‘can do spirit’ and
respect for obvious skill over family lineage and wealth.
Hybrid of Scots and Brummie skill
Murdoch’s father was a wheelright and miller up in Scotland
and this experience clearly came in handy as he fused an
early Scots education with Brummie know how and
expertise. After years of successful fitting and fixing of
Boulton and Watt’s world famous steam pump engines in
the tin mines across Cornwall, while based in Redruth, he
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returned to Soho’s famous manufactory and pursued his
burning obsession: how to extract gas from coal. Eventually
he cracked it at work for Boulton and Watt in Redruth and
later in Soho. He then set out to show it off to the entire
citizenry of Birmingham in 1802, with an unprecedented
display and show of 2,600 gas fired lights and lanterns. He
did this by creating a hybrid of brummie gun barrel making
skill which he welded together, then pierced with small
punctures to emit and safely burn his coal gas which he
pumped through with a bag pipe kind of bellows system.
Brilliant Brummie Bling!
Of course, anyone that pays a visit to Saint Mary’s Church in
Handsworth can see William Murdoch’s gravestone and a
commemorative bust, but a more obvious and public
reminder of Handsworth and Soho’s great gas light pioneer
can be found opposite the Birmingham Rep and New
library, in the form of the huge, public sculpture of the ‘three
golden boys’ - Murdoch, Watt and Boulton on Broad Street.
However, no one much seems to realise that the figure with
a large map and scroll on the left hand side of view is not, in
fact, unfurling a carpet for sale but is actually William
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Murdoch - demonstrating designs and patterns for yet more
incredible innovations, improvements and inventions. In the
course of his life time between 1754 and 1839 Murdoch
invented an early pioneering wooden bicycle, the sun and
planet gear system, coal tar for waterproofing boats and
woodwork (long before Ronseal!) an early steam locomotive
(fifty years before Stephenson’s Rocket), a cheap way to clear
and refine beer and, of course, coal gas lighting which
enabled colleges, workplaces and schools to thrive and
prosper – longer!
Lit up the World and Banished Darkness
William Murdoch literally lit up the world around us with gas
lanterns and gas works which went on to be developed
after Murdoch’s inventive work in Redruth and in Soho at the
manufactory, part of which still exists where he
experimented with coal-gas lighting - on the site of Avery
Weigh-Tronix on Foundry Lane in Smethwick.
Many of the innovations William Murdoch came up with
were never patented by him, the cost was well beyond his
own annual earnings and Matthew Boulton and Watt
understandably, but regrettably, remained keen to more
thoroughly exploit sales of their patented steam pumps
rather than steam locomotive and gas lighting.
Lamp Light Tribute to a Handsworth Genius
Perhaps, in the end, most Brummies will have to take simple
pride in the fact that one man’s work and genius from a
small factory cottage in the Soho Manaufactory went on to

enable whole cities to be lit up and freed from the
uncertainty of candlelight and paraffin. Indeed, every gas
light, cooker and subsequent electric lanterns are small
beacons and tributes to a fabulous, successful migrant
worker who was made to shine out from Handsworth,
Birmingham.
Words and Images by Adrian Johnson

More of Adrian’s work, research and new writing can be
seen at the Young Readers Festival on Wednesday 25 May
in his show about William Murdoch called ‘The Man who
Played with Fire.’ at the Library Theatre, Birmingham.
www.kindandgenerous.weebly and
adrian.johnson@dsl.pipex.com

“What I like most about
William Murdoch, then and
now, is that he was very
much made in the heat and
welcoming space of Soho
and Handsworth.“
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Nu High For Local Art
Father and Son Local Artists
Nu Century Arts is a not-for-profit
Limited Company started in 2000, by
Barbados-born playwright Don Kinch
and his musician son Soweto. It was
established to create an umbrella
organisation for artists with little or no
opportunity to perform their work in
theatre, music and dance. Don and
Soweto felt the system was failing local
artists, particularly those from the
African-Caribbean community so they
sought to create a sustainable structure
which would open opportunities to
other artists, specifically, but not
exclusively from this community.
Don and Soweto saw the need for a
structure in which they could both work
within, ‘If it’s not here, let’s put it here,
for us and other people’. Don decided
to come and live here with his family
because of the high visibility of the

African-Caribbean community, in terms
of music, food, style and attitude. It was
important to him that his children
experienced being part of this
community. Historically, Handsworth is
a place of immigrants. Don said: ‘When
we moved in 1989, the immigrants
were mostly of African-Caribbean
origin whereas now there is an influx
from other countries which I find
interesting as a writer’.
Don stresses that although the
organisation was set up with the
African-Caribbean community in mind,
it is open to any promising artist who
has talent and enthusiasm. They aim to
be accessible and fulfill a need for the
community. Don is keen to point out
that the activities are not solely aimed
at just young people and singles out
jazz, reggae and gospel shows to
demonstrate this.

To some, community arts can be seen
as a lower art form but Don disagrees,
‘We do excellent work within our
community. This is as valuable as the
work produced by the Rep, or opera or
ballet. It is high art from and for the
community, high art in low places’.
Hockley Flyover Show
Three years ago, Soweto Kinch
Productions in collaboration with Nu
Century Arts launched the Hockley
Flyover show, an event which
embodies the philosophy and the work
done over the past ten years in terms
of ‘does high art have a place in the
local community?’ The flyover is not a
pleasant place, it is misused and
abandoned. ‘We started out with artists
who had been ignored and
marginalised, who couldn’t find a
place to perform their work’.
It was hard to persuade the authorities
to support it, because at the time there
were tensions with postcode rivalry
involving gang wars, stabbings and
shootings. However, with support from
the community and working with Clare
Edwards from Gigbeth, they managed
to persuade them to support it and it
became a big success.
Live Music
Nu Century Arts encourages live music
and brings people together to enjoy
and take part in live shows and events.
They run a successful weekly live
music show called Livebox. This
promotes local artists but also brings
in national and international artists to
play in the local community and
provide opportunities for artists to
collaborate in music workshops.

Kaleigh Jones, Don Kinch
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They also held an event last summer
with approximately 3,000 people
attending. The event showcased
women artists who didn’t compromise
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in terms of their careers and as a result
they helped change the way women
were perceived in the music industry.
‘They weren’t trading on their sexuality,
or exposing parts of their body, they
wanted their art form to be the central
focus. In that sense they were quite
revolutionary. All the women who were
on the platform were women who at
some point made the decision not to
compromise and we thought that
needed celebrating’.
Funding
In the current climate there are a lot of
arts organisations affected by funding
cuts and Don expressed his concerns
about this: ‘We are a small part of a
bigger chain. Our infrastructure won’t
be affected because we’re funded
project by project, but the work will be
affected because the work depends
on collaboration with other people and
community organisations whose
funding has been cut’.
Nu Century Arts does a lot of work with
organisations who have a social
agenda, who use art to support their
programme or the people who use their
programme : ‘If they’re being cut, they
can’t do the work, and we can’t either’.
Nu Century’s work is supported because
they are seen to do good work within
the community. ‘Our work is relevant, the
funding that we receive is important,
and if we didn’t get that money we
wouldn’t be able to do the work’.
Exciting Future
The future is exciting for Nu Century
Arts. Don is currently involved in an
intergenerational project (Crossing
Bridges), which embraces the
relationship between the AfricanCaribbean and Asian communities, in
a historical and contemporary context.
‘A lot of good in our political and social
heritage gets ignored.’
Both Black and Asian people were
campaigning together and it is
important to show that history of
collaboration, of mutual support and
respect, of people working together.

Don Kinch
It is in direct contrast to what is being
promoted now. I want to show another
side of that mutually shared influence
across our cultural heritage,
particularly to young people’.
Jamaican Olympic Links
Another project is planned for 2012 as
part of a calendar of events developing
around Birmingham who will be
hosting the Jamaican athletes during
the Olympics, as well as celebrating
Jamaica’s 50th independence
anniversary.
These events aim at engaging the
athletes and linking them with the wider
community. The play, In Search of My
Father, will see a collaboration between

Don and Jamaican choreographer,
L’Antoinette Stines who runs a dance
company in Kingston. ‘She is an
amazing woman, both in terms of who
she is and what she has done. The play
will be about the recovery of the majesty
of the black woman’.
Contact
Nu Century Arts
Henderson House
160 Hamstead Road
Handsworth
B20 2QR
www.nucenturyarts.co.uk
Interview: Gaelle Finley
Photos: Tanisha Shirley
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Let’s Get Physical!
The council-funded Be Active scheme
which allows Birmingham residents
to take advantage of free leisure
facilities, is now heading into its third
year.
Although originally launched in other
areas of the city, many people are
unaware that Handsworth paved the
way in producing a blueprint for
delivery of this highly regarded
initiative. Kevin Thompson talks to
Nadeem Iqbal, Assistant Leisure
Manager, to find out more.
How did this scheme get off the
ground originally?
The scheme was launched in 2008
and was originally known as the PCT
(Heart of Birmingham Teaching Primary
Care Trust) scheme in the Ladywood
area along with Newtown, Small Heath
and Nechells, where they witnessed a
large upturn of customers using their
facilities and swimming pools.
Towards the close of that year it moved
into Handsworth, but what no one was
able to foresee was the massive impact
that it would have in Handsworth

Leisure Centre. We were that busy, it
was unbelievable! There were free
gym sessions from 7am until 10pm,
Monday until Friday, five days a week.
Within the first three months, our
memberships were four-fold that of
Ladywood and the other districts. Our
membership uptakes were prolific.
Why do you think it was such as
success?
A number of reasons really – the staff
were very influential in helping to
communicate the scheme and in 2009
we had our own launch with a guest
appearance from Frank Bruno, along
with general advertising.
Was it difficult to handle the influx of
customers and the logistics of the
programme?
With Be Active, there were no terms
and conditions set up and there were
no codes of conduct. Our staff had to
work hard in order to facilitate the
programme. We initially had problems
with service users, coming in on a daily
basis, abusing us and sometimes each
other, because it was such a new

initiative and no guidance was in place
from anybody on best practice and
how to implement it. As a result, we
quickly came up with the plan to
introduce time slots in to help create
some order, so everyone knew what
the expectations were in addition to
other administrative methods. It was
Handsworth Leisure Centre who put a
structure in place.
So what you’re saying basically is
that Handsworth Leisure Centre set
the blueprint for the running of the
scheme?
That’s absolutely correct. With the
greatest of respect to our colleagues in
Ladywood, although they were six
months ahead of us, it was
Handsworth Leisure Centre that set the
pace. Admittedly, it was hard to
manage – but remarkably, we were
one of the busiest gyms in Europe at
one stage, with six-and-a-half
thousand people using our gym per
week.
Even today, if you look at our figures,
we still take more than the area in
which the scheme was launched. Our
team should be commended for their
hard work.
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So how did the figures affect your
staffing levels?
Well, for a short time morale was low.
The staffing levels were there because
of the funding; it wasn’t easy, but our
staff are tough minded and they just
get on with it. We were under some
serious pressure at the time. I lost my
hair! Having said that, we have come
along in leaps and bounds.
Do you think part of the success of
the scheme, in Handsworth anyway,
is due to its central location? For
example, I have overheard one
service user say that he travels
regularly from Harborne to use the
gym.
I think we are unique in a way. A lot of
the service users are from the local
area, but we do attract people from
places like Harborne and Moseley
simply because of the atmosphere and
the feel good factor here.
Unfortunately, Handsworth is always
stigmatised in a bad way. We have a
beautiful park now, and we have a
good building in a great area. I’ve
been here for 18 years, and I still have
the same passion as when I first
started. This site has been transformed
in the last 6 to 7 years, and people
want to use the building – it’s also a
testament to the staff and the service
we provide.

to see the good work that we’re doing,
rather than just flying in to get a
snapshot of diversity or commenting on
some of the negative aspects.
If you’re still not convinced, then here
are some comments from leisure
centre staff and service users.
Phyllis (Receptionist)
“I think the scheme has been excellent.
I have seen customers who have come
here who can hardly walk, because of
weight problems. Customers have lost
so much weight. One customer has
lost 4 stone. There’s another young lad
who has actually lost 5 stones. It’s
great to see the progress that people
have made.”
Kelly (Pool attendant)
“I work on the pool and the amount of
people who have said their health is
better or have lost weight due to the
exercise they can do because of Be
Active is great!”
Mr Sealy, aged 73 (Service User)
“It’s very good and I hope it continues.”
Preet (Service User)
“Yes, I’ve found it beneficial – I use it 4
or 5 days a week.”

It’s convenient for me when I often
come to work in the morning and it’s
accessible until 4pm or 5pm in the
evening. I do benefit from it a lot and
the swimming is also available, so I
can go training and use the pool and
shower facilities afterwards. So yes, I
enjoy it.”
Marcia (Service User)
“Yes, it’s good. I have time to come
every day and do a bit. I have back
problems and I’m supposed to lose
some of the weight. I’m also on income
support so it would be too expensive
for me to pay. I was much bigger, but
I’ve lost some of the weight now, and
my back problems have calmed down.
So it does help, because a lot of us are
not working, and the money that we
receive is not really that much. If people
can come two or three times a week, it
can help you resolve some of the
health problems that you’ve got.”
Contact
You can still use the pool and
gymnasium for free, but from April 1,
the times for free use have changed.
Please contact Handsworth Leisure
Centre on 0121 464 6336 for details.
Words & photos by Kevin Thompson

Luke (Service User)
“Well, for a start, it’s free and it’s local.

What’s your final word?
This scheme has changed people’s
lives, and that’s no exaggeration. I see
the smiles on their faces and the look
in their eyes. People are queuing up at
6.30am in order to get into the gym for
7am. In years to come, it will be
rewarding to see the benefits from the
effort taken now. In areas such as
Handsworth where residents aren’t
really affluent (and unemployment
figures are high), this scheme is like a
golden ticket to them. I just wish
mainstream media could shine a light
on Handsworth every now and again
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Green Thinking
Exchange your unwanted stuff and swap your skills with other people

Freegle

BrumLets

Streetbank

Swap not chuck!

Moneyless trading

Swapping skills & more

Freegle started as
Freecycle in the
US, and Brummie
James Robertson
launched the
Birmingham
group in 2004. A
few years later, the Americans tried to
impose a lot of rules and restrictions on
how it operated, so Freegle was born.
James explains: ‘Right now in
Birmingham we have 25,185 members,
which I always find amazing and
incredibly heart-warming. That's
thousands of Brummies whose first
instinct is to NOT chuck something away
that someone else might find useful, but
to offer it to someone else instead.”

LETS (Local
Exchange Trading
Scheme) enables
people to trade
services without
exchanging
money. People join a non-profit making
club using their own local ‘currency’ and
accounting system. A directory of goods
and skills is made available to all
members and services offered can
range from darning to computer skills,
babysitting to counselling.

“It has always galled me that anything
is thrown into landfill. Think of the
amount of energy and carbon needed
to produce a wardrobe or bed: the raw
materials, the transport, the
manufacture and then you use it for a
few years and then take it out to a
patch of ground and bury it - where it
will rot and produce methane for
thousands of years - utter madness!”
Freegle is run by a team of volunteers
who make sure that people comply
with the rules (e.g. no selling), and
keep out spammers and scammers.

In Birmingham, the currency units are
called Hearts. Members trade with each
other whenever they wish, and record
their transactions on the BrumLETS
website. Members who don't have
ready access to the Internet can use
paper cheques and send them to the
Treasurer to be entered on the system.
LETS encourages people to place equal
value on all services, from accounting to
cleaning. There is no penalty for having
a 'minus balance' on your LETS account.

Streetbank.com is a website which
allows you to see what your neighbours
are giving away or lending. It is a giant
attic, garden shed, toolkit, fancy dress
chest, library and DVD collection, and
skills bank for you and anyone living
within 1000 yards of your home.
For example, Jack needs a long ladder
to fix his guttering. He joins Streetbank
by putting in his postcode and finds
that Sally down the road has one which
she hardly ever uses. Jack borrows the
ladder and now, when he meets Sally
in the road they smile and say hello.
6,000 people have joined Streetbank
since April 2010. They post 250 new
items every week, in a practical and
money-saving project that's ultimately
about connecting people and creating
community.

So go to the website to give stuff away
that you don't need, and to find out if
someone has something on offer that
you might want. Use Freegle and you
can improve your environmental
credentials overnight! *

Last year, BrumLETS introduced a new
web-based system to allow much faster
and more regular communication. They
are keen to recruit new members and
expand BrumLETS. Bearing in mind the
local aspect of LETS, they would like to
get a number of new people from the
same areas (such as Handsworth), as
many services are much easier and
more environmentally-friendly to
provide locally, and there's more
opportunity for social interaction.

Run by five part-time volunteers, it has
been described as an 'inspired idea'.
One user, Marie, said, “to be honest it
had never occurred to me that any of
my neighbours would have a desire to
be friendly, let alone helpful: it seemed
intrinsically 2011 not to want to get
involved with others living on the
doorstep. Just for one lucky minute I
shed cynicism and signed up, and I'm
really glad I did. I was really moved
that so many people were quite so
incredibly kind.”

Contact
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Birmi
nghamFreegle or
www.freegle.in/birmingham

Contact
www.brumlets.org.uk,
email: info@brumlets.org.uk
tel: 0121 685 1155

Contact
www.streetbank.com
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Black Patch Park
Was Charlie here?
Originally an open space between
Handsworth and Winson Green, the
Black Patch was an area where slag
[cinders] from local furnaces were
dumped. For much of the 19th century
it was the winter camping site of
Romany Gypsies.
This community still feels a strong
attachment to the Patch and every July
Romany families gather at Soho Foundry
Tavern. A memorial plaque has been
placed at the bridge where Boundary
Brook and Hockley Brook converge in
Black Patch Park. The park was created
by Birmingham City Council in 1911, the
same year in which Handsworth was
incorporated into the City. Next to the
park stands Soho Foundry which was
built by Matthew Boulton in 1796 and
known to many as the birthplace of the
Industrial Revolution.
The Friends of Black Patch Park was
formed in 2003, when there was a
threat of Sandwell Council allowing
development on the land. There were
even plans at one time to put a new
relief road through the park.
'My mother and grandmother played
in this park as they grew up and I did
not want it to be rubbed out in this

way. As well as such personal
connections, there are greater reasons
to acknowledge and celebrate the
value of this space, not only to the local
but also to a worldwide community'
said Ron Collins, Chairman of the
Friends of Black Patch Park group. For
the last year or so the group have
been planning a special event to
celebrate the centenary of it being
made a park which will also highlight
another recent but very exciting
historical find.
A new discovery has been made
about the park and a journalist called
Matthew Sweet wrote an article in The
Guardian on 18th February 2011. It
revealed that a Romany woman
named Hannah Hill lived on the Black
Patch. She was the mother of Charlie
Chaplin, the most famous comedian in
the world. According to a Romany
relative, Charlie was born there in a
Gypsy caravan. This story was
published in several more
newspapers over the next couple of
days and broadcast on BBC Radio 4
on 21st February.
Charlie's son Michael confirmed the
existence in the Chaplin Archives of a

letter from a Jack Hill claiming that
Charlie was born on the Black Patch.
However Michael has not confirmed
whether the story is true or not.

Friends of Black Patch Park is now
organising a day of celebration on
Saturday 18th June where everyone is
invited to come and join in the fun and
activities. They plan to show Charlie
Chaplin films on the day and there will
be a football tournament for all ages
running through the day, as well as
other games and sports. At the event
there will be a variety of stalls and food
vendors, a programme of musical acts
and arts and crafts activities, including
an open mic session and poetry. They
are also hoping to include historical
tours of Soho Foundry and visits to Avery
Weigh-Tronix, a museum of weighing
artefacts from around the world.
Please come along to celebrate the
history and the value of this unique
place in our community at Black Patch
Park (off Foundry Lane) on 18th June,
2011.
Interview: Gaelle Finley
Pictures: Digital Handsworth
www.digitalhandsworth.org.uk
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Sufi Music Night
at Holyhead School
Young people at Holyhead school in
Handsworth had their first
experience of the style of Sufi music
known as Qawwali as part of a pilot
school programme to be rolled out
across the UK.
This exciting and unique project was
made possible through funding from
Awards for All Big Lottery Funding and
support of the
Birmingham chamber
of Commerce.
At Holyhead School
between 11th and 27th
January 2011, SAYarts,
a Handsworth-based
Community Interest
Company, hosted the first in a series of
school assemblies, music workshops
and a final performance involving
professional musicians and young
people themselves. Qawwali music
features in the Key Stage 3 Music
curriculum.
Qawwali music was popularised
through Peter Gabriel who introduced
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan to the west
where he became a great influence on
artists as diverse as Madonna, Michael
Jackson, Luciano Pavarotti and Jeff
Buckley. Nusrat also attracted fans like
Princess Diana, Elton John, Paul
McCartney, Celine Dion and many
others. Nusrat made his mark in
Birmingham and died in 1997, leaving
a gap in the Qawwali music scene for
almost 14 years, a gap which SAYarts
are now privileged and excited to fill.
SAYarts has been working closely with
Perry Barr MP Khalid Mahmood to
promote Sufi music, by setting up a
series of workshops in inner-city
Birmingham schools teaching students
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about this genre, which is
inspired by poets who
practiced Sufism, a
mystical tradition within
Islam. In November 2010, Education
Secretary Michael Gove acknowledged
the work being done in Birmingham
schools in promoting Sufi music and
poetry, and the project has cross-party
political support.
According to Headteacher. Martin
Bayliss: “We are thrilled to have this
fantastic opportunity to work closely
with such a dynamic company as
SAYarts and we’re really looking
forward to the assemblies, workshops
and performances.”
Abid Iqbal Director of SAYarts said, “We
are equally enthusiastic about this
marvellous project. Nusrat is a real
hero of ours and we are sure he would
be so proud of our humble efforts to
utilise his beloved Qawwali as a
means to spread peace and harmony.”
The Qawwali Showcase was attended
by Jerry Blackett, CEO of Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce, who not only
presented certificates to young
performers, but also handed out a

special life time achievement award for
services to music to Mr Mohammed
Ayyub of Oriental Star Agencies (the first
South Asian record label in
Birmingham). Jerry commented: “I very
much enjoyed the evening. The music
was very accessible and hypnotic. Well
done for organising it.”
About Qawwali Music
Spanning across almost every
continent and over a millennium, the
Sufi movement has influenced various
cultures and ways of life. Besides
having a strong philosophical and
spiritual guide for its followers, the
discipline has also gone on to influence
arts through dance, poetry and
perhaps most notably music. Sufi
music has had many talented
exponents who have gone on to
spread the beauty of this artform
across the world through popular
culture. The most popular form of Sufi
music is the Qawwali which originated
in Persia in the eighth century. This
form of singing is linked to the spiritual
and artistic aspects of life.
Contact
www.sayarts.com
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St John Wall School
Make the News
Handsworth school children have
had the once in a lifetime
opportunity to meet and interview
some of the most famous sportsmen
in the world including David
Beckham, Ryan Giggs, Linford
Christie, Sven-Goran Eriksson, Lee
Westwood, Peter Shilton, Joe
Calzaghe and Phil Taylor.
Pupils from Saint John Wall Catholic
School in Handsworth were invited to
the BBC Sports Personality of the Year
award ceremony at the LG Arena in
Birmingham in December 2010 as part
of the BBC News School Report project.
School Reporter
Sukhpreet a school reporter said, “I was
feeling excited, I just didn’t know I
would get the chance to meet and
interview David Beckham and the other
sports stars. I still can’t believe it!”

BBC News School Report gives 11-14
year-old pupils in the UK the chance to
make their own news reports. With
support from BBC staff and
schoolteachers, Year 8 and 9 pupils
nationwide worked hard to train and
develop their journalistic skills by
carrying out interviews and producing
reports over a number of months.
On Thursday 24th March, 19 pupils
from Saint John Wall Catholic School
joined up with around 800 other
schools across the UK to broadcast
and report on the news
simultaneously. The pupils created,
video, audio and text-based news
reports and published them on the
school website with links to the BBC
website.
Saint John Wall pupils covered the

stories of the day as well as their
Special Report, which was an exclusive
interview with footballer, Giles Barnes,
of West Bromwich Albion Football Club.
BBC News presenter, Huw Edwards, is
lending his support to the project. He
said: “I’m involved because I want to
give young people the chance to make
the news themselves, and I want to
share the principles of good
journalism.”
As well as covering their own stories,
Saint John Wall Catholic School were
selected as a hub school, one of only 7
in the country. They gathered news
from other schools in the Midlands and
East Anglia and reported on their
stories as they happened.

Wonderful Opportunity
Mr Hyatt, Headteacher at Saint John
Wall, said, “What a wonderful
opportunity this is for our pupils to be
involved in a major project run by the
BBC - a project which gives pupils the
opportunity to gain skills away from the
classroom. The commitment and
enthusiasm shown by our pupils is a
pleasure to see.”
You can see the updates from the day
and the school report film by visiting
http://bbcnews.sjw.bham.sch.uk/
The pupils said: “We all really enjoyed
ourselves. We would like to give a
special thanks to Mr Steve Marshall
who has helped us with our BBC
school report.”

Diary
by Gurdeep and Shannon at Saint John Wall
24th March 2011
9.15 am - Today Sukhpreet, the floor manager, held a meeting to
make sure everyone knew what they were doing.
9.40 am – Manisha, Hawa and Raman speak to other schools and ask
them questions about their BBC news school report.
11.00 am – Tanya and Rojina feel very nervous and all panicky now,
but still cannot wait for their precious moment.
11.30am – 12.15pm – Practice run.
12.30pm – Live run.
1.15pm - Mr Mull started editing the video of Tanya and Rojina’s
presenting getting it ready to go on the school website. Meanwhile the
HUB team are still contacting schools. All schools are all going live at
2pm.
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